The following shows have been specifically
designed to make audiences feel as if they have
had an authentic, close-up encounter with the King
himself, while being able to stay safe at a social
distance.
The one-man show comes in several flexible
formats;
•

Are you looking to entertain your
audiences while keeping them safely
within Government guidelines?
Do you need a high-quality show with
universal appeal?

•

JD King’s Elvis The Legend is a minibiopic of Elvis’ life, starting with his debut in
the 50s and ending up in spectacular fashion
on the Vegas stage. Dynamic performance is
interspersed with narrative and JD King’s
interactive dialogue, embodying the King
himself.

These one-man show formats;

Elvis - Your Way allows for more flexible

•

show timings, with set beginning and end
pieces but with audiences choosing the
songs they wish to hear along the way.
•

As an homage to Elvis’ latter years,
Viva Las Elvis! is a multi-jumpsuit
extravaganza, allowing any of Elvis’ hits to be
performed within a flexible show format.

•
•
•
•

Operate fully with the highest quality - and
often bespoke - backing tracks, meaning that
they can be staged either with only one
sound technician or by JD King himself
Are logistically safer and significantly more
cost-effective than using a multi-performer
act
Can be performed on stages of ANY SIZE
Are universally appealing to audiences of all
ages
Include moments of entertaining verbal
interaction with the audience, allowing them
to feel fully involved with no contact

If you are looking for a show to satisfy your
customers, that can be staged cost-effectively
and safely, please get in touch for a personalised
quote today:

JD King’s spectacular and realistic
portrayal of Elvis throughout his career
is NOW AVAILABLE as a fully-realised
one-man-show.

Arline Hayman
(JD's Exclusive Manager)
Tel 01134 400 330
Mob 07885 894 849
Email arline.a24@gmail.com

